GER Launches New & Updated Company Webpage,
www.ger911.com
Global Emergency Response’s (GER) recently launched their
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new, updated website ger911.com with additional products
and a new clean look.
Augusta, Georgia February 5, 2015: GER’s new website,
www.ger911.com, has been updated with a new look and feel to
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accompany GER’s recent rebrand effort. The refreshed website includes
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user-friendly site navigation with a new graphical design that is easy to
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view on any screen, including mobile devices.
The new site navigations allows for quick easy access to learn about
GER’s products and services, including GER’s flagship product, the HC
Standard® software suite. The site also includes new videos that provide
an in-depth look into GER and GER’s products & services. An updated
calendar feature shows upcoming conferences and events that GER plans
to as well as other industry events.
About HC Standard®: HC Standard® is a flexible, intuitive software
solution designed to help first responders track patients and their medical
conditions during all types of events. HC Standard® is used by first
responders throughout the United States and is a key component to
®

incident response and management. GER’s HC Standard software allows
first responders and command centers to rapidly identify patients and
provide comprehensive tracking from the point of injury, through a
complete continuum of care from EMS disaster response teams, to the
receiving hospital, and as appropriate, to follow-on procedures including
reunification of persons separated during events or disasters. The HC
Standard® software suite includes: HC Patient Tracking™, HC Incident
Commander™, HC HAvBED Tracking™, HC Resource Tracking™, and
HC Family Reunification™.
About Global Emergency Resources: Global Emergency Resources
(GER), headquartered in Augusta, GA, (http://ger911.com), is a software
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solution developer and integrator for the emergency response and
healthcare Industries. GER’s HC Standard® software suite allows first
responders and receivers to manage various EMS, hospital and clinical
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databases, and provides near real-time monitoring and mapping of
healthcare systems and assets during emergencies and routine daily
operations. The HC Software Suite is an interoperable, cross-jurisdictional,
mobile solution designed for healthcare, government, military and EMS that
meets HIPAA and HITECH requirements. GER offerings include disaster
management software, exercises and training services, as well as field
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mobility solutions that can support patient triage, tracking, reunification and
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hospital surge planning and compliance.
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